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Abstract 
A large number of particles are needed to improve the precision of particle filtering of fast simultaneous localization 
and mapping (FastSLAM) for uninhabited aerial vehicle (UAV). Simulated annealing (SA) method is proposed to 
solve this problem. Through simulated annealing algorithm, the particle’s prediction is updated and proposal 
distribution is adjusted in FastSLAM, so the particles are concentrated around the true pose. Stratified resampling is 
used to solve the degeneracy of particles. At last, the proposed algorithm is tested for UAV FastSLAM. The result 
shows this method is effective and feasible. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) of UAV arises when UAV simultaneously estimates a 
map of its environment and its pose relative to that map. SLAM originates from a seminal paper by Smith 
and Chesseman[1], which proposed the use of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) for solving SLAM. 
Unfortunately, EKF covariance matrices are quadratic in the size of the map, and updating them requires 
time quadratic in the number of landmarks.  
The fast simultaneous localization and mapping (FastSLAM) algorithm, proposed in reference [2] as an 
efficient approach to SLAM based on particle filtering[3], uses a particle filtering to sample over robot paths 
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and N low-dimension EKFs for the N  landmarks, requiring linear time complexity. 
However, particle filter needs large number of samples to describe posterior probability density 
distribution, so the more particles, the higher algorithm complexity. Furthermore, resampling choosing 
great weight samples makes particle diversity descendant and particles poor. Now many scholars try to 
improve particle filtering. Yin[4] optimizes the particles using the selection, crossover and mutation of 
genetic algorithm. Chatterjee[5] uses neural fuzzy system to learn parameters of SLAM offline. Li[6]
transform SLAM into multi-objectives optimization problem and solve it by immunity algorithm. Chen[7]
proposes a method based on particle swarm optimization(PSO) to solve mobile robot SLAM. 
Simulated annealing(SA) is proposed first by Metropolis[8] in 1953, but until 1983 modern SA 
algorithm is used to solve combined optimization problem by Kirkpatrick[9], escaping local optimal and 
overcoming the dependency of initials. The key idea of SA comes from annealing process of 
thermodynamics. This paper introduces SA into SLAM of UAV to solve the problem that particle filtering 
requires large particles, at the same time to make the particles move around the true trajectory of UAV, and 
to require minimum particles in the same precision. 
2. UAV SLAM Problem 
In essence, SLAM algorithm is an estimation problem. Inertial Navigation System(INS) equations is 
regarded as motion equations of UAV: ( )kwkukxfkx vvv +−= ))(),1(()(     (1)
In which, ( )kw  is a white noise of zero mean and variance ( )kQ .
INS poison, velocity and attitude equations are as follows: 
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INS states: ( )Tzyxv VVVZYXx ψθγ=
In which, [ ]Tn ZYXP = and [ ]Tzyxn VVVV = are the positions and velocity in N-E-D 
coordinate, [ ]Tn ψθγ=Ψ  are three attitude angle; control variable [ ]Tzyxzyx bbbaaau = ; [ ]Tzyxb aaaf = are the output of accelerometer; [ ]Tzyxb bbb=ω are the output of gyroscope; nbC  is direction cosine matrix from b  to n ; nbE  is the 
variety rate of direction cosine matrix from b  to n .
Observation equations：
)())(),(()( kvkmkxhkz iivii +=     (3)
In which, ( )Tiiii ZYXm =  is the state of landmark i ; iv  is a white noise of zero mean and 
variance R .
3. Smulated Annealing based FastSLAM Algorithm 
3.1. Drawbacks of traditional FastSLAM 
In traditional FastSLAM, UAV poses of next moment is sampled from the UAV movement model: 
),|(~ 1 tttt ussps − . That is to say, UAV pose of next moment is denoted by the particle set ts . It is not 
difficult to discover that this prediction process doesn’t consider the new landmark observations, and 
therefore the predicted UAV position is not updated timely according to the new measurement data. 
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Especially when UAV motion model noise is larger than observation model noise, particles in particle set 
ts  are distributed at the area of low measurement comparability, also the position of deviate from the UAV 
true pose, even resulting the failure of SLAM. To solve the problem, traditional method is to dependent on 
adding the particle number, but the addition of particles will affect the computation complexity.  
SA updates the particles of FastSLAM, adjusts proposition distribution of particles, and makes 
predicted sample particle concentrate around the UAV true pose. This method can improve the precision of 
SLAM effectively, and reduce the particle number and computing time complexity. 
3.2. FastSLAM based on simulated Annealing 
Particle filtering algorithm is to approximate the true posterior probability distribution by continuously 
updating the particle position and weight. The idea of SA is introduced into particle filtering to consider the 
influence of measurement, so prediction approximating true system state distribution is realized with no 
addition of particle number. 
FastSLAM based on SA updates the predicted pose of UAV, making UAV pose change tx  into
*
tx .
Objective function is introduced to judge the optimization degree for UAV prediction poses. Define 
objective function as follows: 
)()( Pred
1T
Pred ttktt zzRzzf −−=
−
    (4)
In which, kR denotes UAV measurement noise covariance matrix; and Predtz  denote prediction 
observations of UAV observing landmarks at moment t , computed by prediction position *tx  and map 
1−tm  already built as follows.  
),( 1
*
Pred −= ttt mxgz      (5)
When a feature 1−tm  is observed by UAV again at moment t , predicted observation Predtz  can be  
computed on the basis of UAV estimated *tx . According to the difference of practical observation and 
predicted observation, it can be judged whether updated pose is more close to the true UAV position. That 
is to judge if positions optimized by SA are distributed around true UAV position better by computing 
objective function. Setting a threshold δ , if δ<f , prediction *tx  is distributed around true UAV 
position; if δ≥f , prediction *tx  deviates from true UAV position; continuing to optimize by SA. Carry 
out above update operation for all the particles and make all particles move around the true UAV position. 
FastSLAM based on SA for UAV is continuously iterative process, including prediction, optimization 
by SA, weight computation and stratified resampling. 
(1) Prediction: sample prediction from current particle set according to proposition distribution and get 
particle set at next moment ),|(~ 1 tttt ussps − .
(2) Optimization by SA 
(a) Get optimized set ∗→ tt ss
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In which, r is a random number between 0 and 1; g  is neighbor adjusting factor and determines the 
attenuation step. 
(b) Compute the landmark prediction observation and objective function by formula (4) and (5) 
(c) When δ≥f , get new landmark observation tz and update map, tt xx →* , and then return (a) 
(d) When δ<f ，the new particle ∗tx  is regarded as sampled particle x , and SA optimization ends 
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(3) Compute weight 
Compute weight by formulation: )|(1 ∗− ⋅= tttt szpww
(4) Stratified resampling: use stratified resampling to select particles in ∗ts and add new particles to ts .
By SA, particle set is more close to true UAV position before computing weight, so weight 
computation indicates particle distribution and resampling process is more effective. Therefore, the 
convergence of particle set is accelerated and a better initial is provided for UAV position of next moment.  
4. Simulation and Test 
In the process of simulation, UAV moves around a circle of 20m radius and 12 features around UAV 
are selected randomly as landmarks. UAV true initial position is as the filter initial: 
T
0 ]10,5,7,0,0,10,30,0,0[ −−=x
System noise and measurement noise: 
])001.0,001.0,001.0,01.0,01.0,01.0([diag 222222=Q , ]))/180*1(,)/180*1(,2([diag 222 pipiR =
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Fig. 1(a) FastSLAM estimated UAV position error; (b) SA FastSLAM estimated UAV position error 
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Fig. 2(a) FastSLAM estimated feature position error; (b) SA FastSLAM estimated feature position error 
Table 1 Estimation error comparison of FastSLAM and SA FastSLAM 
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Method Estimated UAV position error (NED) Estimated landmark position error (NED) 
FastSLAM 73.3 75.9 3.5 25 11.8 5.8 
SA FastSLAM 7.5 19.1 2.3 2.25 9.75 0.13 
Fig.1 and Fig.2 demonstrates that compared with FastSLAM, the SA FastSLAM is more precise 
regardless of UAV position error and landmark (random a landmark) position error. Table 1 shows the 
error comparison of two methods. 
5. Conclusions 
This paper introduces SA into particle filtering of FastSLAM for UAV. Improve particle samples in 
SLAM prediction, enhance sampling efficiency and reduce the particle number. At the same time, advance 
the SLAM precision and ensure the convergence of particles. Test result shows that with FastSLAM, this 
proposed method can get more accurate UAV location precision and landmark position precision. 
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